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Ensure Security and Zero Downtime with Sentient Kiosk
Management Solution

Interactive Kiosks are present as primary customer touchpoints almost everywhere, from
smart ticketing stations at airport/train stations to self-service kiosks at grocery stores and
restaurants. An inefficient kiosk endpoint management solution can create poor customer
perception as kiosk fails to perform basic functions and rendering inconsistent services to
consumers.
The modern interactive kiosks are self-service devices equipped with internet connectivity
and remote management functionalities. The connectivity offers an excellent opportunity to
optimize the costs through remote monitoring, kiosk software upkeep, and remediation
actions. The well monitored and secured kiosks have higher up-time which translates into
better customer satisfaction and increased revenues. Thus, a right patch management, software upgrade, and remediation solution can contribute significantly towards a profitable
kiosk operation.
Do You ?

Incur revenue loss
and high operational
costs on kiosk
operations?

Face challenges in providing
consistent consumer
experience which causes
poor customer satisfaction?

Have countermeasures
against vulnerable kiosks
prone to breach, which
damages brand reputation?
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We secure kiosks for leading enterprises
Accelerite endpoint management solution has a proven track record in ever-growing sophisticated endpoint
arena. A leading US airline and major European railways have successfully deployed our solution to handle the
kiosk operations seamlessly. Accelerite endpoint solution is also trusted by major banks to secure their
ATMs from the instances of ATM Jackpotting.
Accelerite endpoint management solution is equipped with functionalities, such as timely patch
distribution and application software update, to keep kiosks on latest configuration to fight security threats
as well as run latest software to provide consistent consumer experience. An indicative list of kiosks that
can be managed using Accelerite endpoing management, whether they serve information or dispense
products to end consum-ers, is as follows:
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Check-in/ Ticketing

Queue
Management
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Grocery
Checkout

Self-Order at
Restaurant

Fig. 1- Indicative Kiosks that can be handled with Accelerite solution

How Do You
Ensure your Kiosk is
timely patched to
manage vulnerabilities
and breaches?

The Challenge : Ensuring cost effective, efficient, and secure operations of
remote kiosks
Introduced for commercial use towards the end of last century, the kiosks have become much
sophisticated with advanced systems but equally susceptible to security threats and increased
complexity in remote management.

Know that your Kiosk
is out of service
forcing unhappy
customers turn away?

Managing Outage Costs
A sudden kiosk outage triggers personnel visit even for remotely resolvable minor issues
and results in unbudgeted costs leading to unprofitable kiosk operations. The kiosk
management should be capable of containing this outage by performing timely remedy.

Avoid sending out
human agent every
time your Kiosk has an
outage?

Detecting Unresponsive Kiosk
The kiosk can silently become unresponsive because of slowing processes or stuck CPU.
As a result, the kiosk fails to perform the task and even end-up in problematic user
operation.

Make sure your Kiosks
are meeting uptime
targets you are
committed to?

Customer Satisfaction
The primary advantage of a kiosk is its 24-hour accessibility to customers. A partially
functional or malfunctioning kiosk adds to the customer hassle and results in poor
customer satisfaction resulting in loss of returning customer.
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Sentient Kiosk Management Solution
We Ensure You Get
Ability to detect issues
and remediate in-place
Scalability and reliability tested for hundreds
of thousands of
endpoints
Proactive alert of
potential threats
Realtime information
straight from the
source!
Dynamic graphical
representation

Accelerite Endpoint Management : Distributing patches and software
updates
The remote kiosks are prone to running outdated software and missing security patches. This
vulnerability exposes these kiosks to the risk of being compromised and results in poor
customer experience.
Accelerite Sentient provides a seamless mechanism for patch distribution for security and
addressing vulnerabilities. It can also be used for software updates and up-to-date feature distribution to remote kiosks to ensure kiosks are providing desired customer experience. It pulls
together information in real-time from kiosks distributed across multiple locations within
seconds and further helps analyze, classify, and present them in a highly visual format with easy
drill down options.
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Accelerite Kiosk Management: Architecture
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Fig. 2- Accelerite Sentient and Radia Architecture
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About Accelerite
Accelerite: Ensure Security and
Zero Downtime with Sentient Kiosk
Management Solution

Accelerite is a Silicon Valley based company delivering secure business-critical
infrastructure software for Global 1000 enterprises. Accelerite's product suite includes
hybrid cloud infrastructure, risk-based authentication, endpoint security, big data analytics, and the Internet of Things.

Accelerite World Headquarters
2055 Laurelwood Road
Santa Clara, CA 95054
U.S.A.

To know more about Accelerite, visit www.accelerite.com

Worldwide Inquiries
Phone: +1.855.464.4247

